Year-round sales of the “Sanyo-San’in Northern Kyushu Pass”
for visitors to Japan

～This pass enables economical travel between Kyoto/Osaka and the Northern Kyushu area year-round!～

JR-West and JR Kyushu have both released economical and convenient unlimited-travel passes to meet the needs of inbound tourists, and these passes have been utilized by many visitors.

Sales of the Sanyo-San’in Northern Kyushu Pass for travel from the Kansai area (Kyoto and Osaka) to the Northern Kyushu area (Kumamoto, Oita, and Nagasaki) began in July of last year, and the decision has now been made to extend the sales of this pass.

We will continue to work together with local communities and businesses to establish expanded area sightseeing routes so that this product can be used for a wide range of tours.

1. Product
   Sanyo-San’in Northern Kyushu Pass

2. Available
   From July 1, 2018 (Sunday)

3. Valid
   7 consecutive days

4. Price
   Purchased outside Japan:
   Adults (age 12 and up) ¥22,000, children (age 6 to 11) ¥11,000
   Purchased in Japan:
   Adults (age 12 and up) ¥23,000, children (age 6 to 11) ¥11,500
   *For sales and exchange locations in Japan, please see the attachment.

5. Main benefits
   • Unlimited travel for ordinary-car reserved seats on Shinkansen between the Kansai and Northern Kyushu areas (between Shin-Osaka and Kumamoto), limited express trains (including the Chizu Express Line), express trains, and local trains
   • Unlimited travel on JR-West Miyajima Ferry, and on West JR Bus services (regular-route buses), Chugoku JR Bus services (regular-route buses), and Ekirinkun rent-a-cycle
   *This pass is not valid for travel on Mizukaze, Seven Stars in Kyushu, JR Kyushu Sweet Train Aru Ressha, JR Kyushu Bus services, or B&S Miyazaki services.
   *Please see the attachment for the area where this pass is valid.

6. Eligibility
   Foreign nationals who have a passport issued by an issuing authority other than the government of Japan and who are short-term visitors with a length of stay in Japan of 90 days or less. The passport will be checked at the time of exchange/purchase.

7. Other
   Local communities and businesses have cooperated with us to provide special gifts and discounts for customers who have bought a Sanyo-San’in Northern Kyushu Pass, including discounts for tourist attractions and bus services in the area covered by the rail pass.
   Please see the website for further details about this product (http://www.westjr.co.jp/global/en/ticket/ssnk/).
■Sanyo-San’in Northern Kyushu Pass exchange/sales locations

1. Exchange-order sales locations overseas
   Overseas travel agents and other places selling products (Japan Rail Pass, etc.) for overseas tourists planning to visit Japan.

2. Exchange-order exchange locations in Japan (27)
   【JR-West area】
   ☐ The following stations: Kyoto, Shin-Osaka, Osaka, Kansai Airport, Sannomiya, Nara, Wakayama, Yonago, Matsue, Tottori, Sakaiminato, Okayama, Hiroshima, Shin-Yamaguchi, Shimonoseki, Kokura, and Hakata
   ☐ Travel Service Center OSAKA (just outside the central ticket gate in Osaka Station)
   【JR Kyushu (Northern) area】
   ☐ The following stations: Mojiko, Kokura, Hakata, Saga, Nagasaki, Sasebo, Beppu, Oita, and Kumamoto

3. Pass sales locations in Japan (40)
   【JR-West area】
   ☐ Travel Service Center OSAKA (just outside the central ticket gate in Osaka Station)
   【JR Kyushu (Northern) area】
   ☐ The following stations: Mojiko, Kokura, Hakata, Saga, Nagasaki, Sasebo, Beppu, Oita, and Kumamoto

■Area in which the Sanyo-San’in Northern Kyushu Pass can be used

Services are suspended in the following sections (as of June 27, 2018)
• Hohi Main Line (Higo Ozu – Aso)
• Kyudai Main Line (Teruoka – Hita) *Planned restart: July 14, 2018
• Hitahikosan Line (Soeda – Yoake)